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INTRODUCTION

So far as is known, this is the first attempt to compile a bibliography of literature relating to the religious aspects of the First World War in Great Britain (including Ireland). However, to retain focus, it is deliberately selective in coverage, not least chronologically, concentrating on the output of the last half-century, during which there has been a wealth of research. In no small measure, this reflects the catalyst provided by Stuart Mews, whose MA and PhD theses (respectively written in 1967 and 1973) were landmark studies which have enduring significance. Regrettably, these have yet to result in a major book by him on the subject, although he has penned several essays.

The bibliography is intentionally limited in other ways, too. In terms of format, its emphasis is upon printed books, book chapters, journal articles, and theses. It thus excludes manuscripts, audio-visual materials, newspaper articles, and internet sites. Also omitted are dramatic or fictional works or those aimed at a juvenile audience.

Autobiographies (including editions of journals, diaries, and correspondence) and biographies have only been included where the primary focus is on the period of the First World War and there is significant religious content. The items in this listing thus represent just a tiny fraction of the published universe. For subjects who served with the British forces, Tom Donovan’s In Memoriam: A Bibliography of the Personal Memorial Volumes of the Great War, 1914–1918 (Brighton: Tom Donovan Editions, 2015) is a useful starting-point for further investigation. Edward Lengel’s World War I Memories: An Annotated Bibliography of Personal Accounts Published in English since 1919 (Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2004) has an international scope.

Two other aspects of the First World War are similarly treated rather selectively: pacifism and conscientious objection; and post-war commemoration and memorialization. Both had important, albeit far from exclusively, religious components, which explicitly or implicitly run through much of the published literature on these topics. The selection has again been confined to works entirely devoted to these religious aspects or with specific sub-sections dealing with them. More general treatments can often be traced through Barry Wintour’s Britain and the Great War, 1914–1918: A Subject Bibliography of Some Selected Aspects (Englefield Green: Greenengle Publishing, 2014), which contains an especially extensive part 4 (341–429) on remembering the war.


This bibliography will be updated periodically. The compiler would be pleased to receive details of additional items for possible listing. He can be contacted at c.d.field@bham.ac.uk
OVERVIEWS

Comparative


See also 227–9, 294, 392

Great Britain


**English localities**


**Wales**


See also 80–1, 102–3, 106, 113, 127, 251, 253–4, 385.

**Scotland**


See also 97–9, 101, 107, 128–30, 141, 156–7, 255–61, 376, 384.

**Ireland**

DENOMINATIONS

Church of England


See also 28, 200–33, 284–5, 288, 319, 324, 335, 380.
Free Churches (general)


See also 234–40, 350.

Methodist Churches


96. Virgoe, Norma, *A Church at War*, [Wymondham]: Wesley Historical Society East Anglia, 2011, 61p. [Chapel Field Road Methodist Church, Norwich]

See also 241–5, 326, 334.

**Baptists**


See also 246–51, 347, 372.

Congregationalists


See also 79.

Unitarians


See also 287, 289.

Society of Friends


See also 327, 329–30, 332, 336, 338–9, 341–5.

**Presbyterian Church of England**


See also 79, 252.

**Churches of Christ**

See 333, 337.

**Brethren**


See also 346.

**New Jerusalem Church**


**Pentecostalism**


See also 340.

**Presbyterian Church of Wales**


See also 253–4.
Scottish Presbyterians


See also 41–3, 66, 255–61, 384.

Roman Catholic Church: Great Britain


See also 29, 66, 220, 262–73, 349.

Roman Catholic Church: Ireland


See also 274–83, 293.


See also 298–301, 351–69.
MILITARY CHAPLAINCY

General


Church of England


See also 11, 51.

Free Churches (general)


Methodist Churches


Baptists


Presbyterian Church of England

Presbyterian Church of Wales


Scottish Presbyterians


Roman Catholic Church: Great Britain


See also 220.

Roman Catholic Church: Ireland
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OTHER THEMES

Combatants: clergy


Combatants: laity


292. Conn, Johnny, *Irish Church Lads in the Great War, 1914 to 1918*, Ballyclare: Johnny Conn, 2006, 10p. [Church Lads’ Brigade]


See also 69, 97, 146, 149–50, 156, 258.
Jewish troops


Muslim troops


304. Stigger, Philip, ‘How Far was the Loyalty of Muslim Soldiers in the Indian Army More in Doubt than Usual throughout the First World War?’, *Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research*, 87(3), 2009, 225–33.

Christmas truce, 1914


Folk theology


See also 126.

**Spiritualism**


See also 374, 392.

**Millennialism**


**Welfare work**


See also 371.

**Pacifism and conscientious objection**


343. Kennedy, Thomas Cummins, ‘“They in the Lord who firmly Trust”: A Friend at War with the Great War’, *Quaker History*, 78(2), 1989, 87–102. [Wilfrid Littleboy]


See also 1, 57, 86, 112, 148, 332.

**Zionism and Balfour Declaration, 1917**


**Gender**


See also 41, 106, 261, 329, 338, 342.
Culture


See also 97, 212, 217, 318, 320.

Remembrance and memorialization


393. Wolff, John R., ““Martyrs as Really as St Stephen was a Martyr”? Commemorating the British Dead of the First World War”, International Journal for the Study of the Christian Church, 15(1), 2015, 23–38.

See also 75, 227, 374.
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